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TO THE WORCESTER CITY COUNCIL

COUNCILORS

In response to City Councils request the following report relative to an implementation
strategy to reduce the incidence of panhandling throughout the City is respectfully
submitted for your review and consideration

There are a wide range of reasons as to why an individual may resort to panhandling
Oftentimes there are underlying causes stemming from unemployment homelessness
criminal activity mental health andor substance abuse Local social service agencies
outreach workers and case managers have also cited anecdotally that panhandlers in
the City may have access to housing but may not have enough money to bridge the gap
between other sources of income and the cost of daily living others may seek money to

support drug andor alcohol addictions Common concerns that have arisen about the

local panhandling issue include fearintimidation public safety eg individuals walking
among moving vehicles and the perception that there are not enough services for

those in need

There is no current mechanism for tracking or compiling statistics on panhandling or its

impact on the community by the City or any of our community partners or local social

service agencies Therefore it is difficult to understand and assess the scope of

panhandling Any response to this problem must be based on sound analysis of
verifiable data gathered from a number of sources I have attached information

detailing innovative strategies and responses that have been employed by
municipalities across the country It is clear from this research that the most effective

strategy for reducing the incidence of panhandling will require a multifaceted
communitywide response that incorporates direct service providers nonprofit
agencies area businesses policymakers and public services in order to address any
underlying community problems which may be related to panhandling

The police while looked upon as the solution to the problem of panhandling are

restricted to working within the parameters of the applicable laws and ordinances In

fact the Department of Justice cautions and emphasizes to local communities that law

enforcement alone is seldom effective in reducing or solving the problem The police
can and should be a partner but as part of a larger communitywide effort

There are a number of strategies and responses that have been employed in

municipalities across the country to address the issue of panhandling Based on a
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review of these national and regional responses coupled with input from our existing
network of providers and community partners the following recommendations are

presented for your consideration

Social ServiceTreatment Response

Panhandling and homelessness are not necessarily synonymous however much work

has gone into integrating and coordinating our Citys expansive network of agencies that

currently serve to shelter those in need of housing care for those requiring medical

services or feed those who are hungry The City is fortunate in that we have nearly 100

community agencies and partners that provide services ranging from shelter case

management food clothing health care detoxification and substance abuse resources

legal assistance support groups cashrental assistance employment and training
educational services utility assistance and furniture donations

It is difficult to assess which types of services a panhandler may need or if heshe is

even aware of the services that do exist without having statistics regarding who is

panhandling and why they are panhandling Some communities such as Ann Arbor
Michigan see attached have deployed street outreach workers to search the streets

and direct individuals to available resources and assistance The role of these outreach
workers is to engage panhandlers whether homeless or housed and work with them to

assess and address their needsranging from accessing services such as health care

to building soft skills necessary to obtain and maintain employment The outreach

worker can also assist a community by helping the city and its partners to better

understand the scope of the problem in order to drive successful and effective
intervention strategies or community responses

As part of a broadbased response the City of Worcester will implement a targeted
outreach program in which an outreach worker will comb city streets sidewalks parks
bridges etc during both business and nonbusiness hours to assist individuals

engaged in panhandling who my be in need of services The City is formalized an

agreement with South Middlesex Opportunity Council SMOC to provide for an

outreach worker that will work collaboratively as part of the Greater Worcester Housing
Connection Team which provides access to a variety of resources including medical

care shelter food mental health services substance abuse resources workforce

development services and beyond The outreach worker will conduct initial

engagement complete a service needs assessment and connect individuals with

communitybased resources including other potential sources of financial support such
as job opportunities food pantries food stamps fuel assistance etc

The City will establish its Customer Service Center at 5089291300as the central call

line for the public to report incidences of panhandling The phone line will be available
24 hours a days 7 days a week The automated phoneemail messaging system will

enable the outreach worker to be dispatched to the identified location to provide
assistance The outreach worker will document the needs of the individual encountered
and the types of intervention employed and will provide a report to the Citys
Transitional Housing Manager absent confidential or identifying information in order to

protect the individuals privacy rights This tracking mechanism will enable the City to

compile data on the instances of panhandling to fully understand the scope of the

problem and best evaluate which interventions are successful and effective

The outreach worker will work collaboratively with the Worcester Police in cases where

panhandling interferes with public safety or any other potential criminal activity is
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identified and will also work with local businesses so that they are aware of the service

Replicating and expanding upon a successful practice in the Town of Framingham
Massachusetts the Worcester Police will dedicate a liaison to work with the outreach

worker as needed In Framingham a dedicated police officer works directly with

SMOC especially in the winter to respond to calls regarding panhandling and
homelessness as well as to ensure that no one during winter months

The outreach worker performs an important role in assessing panhandling and linking
people with services but it will also be incumbent upon the local social service

community to assist by discouraging the practice of panhandling In our community
Veterans Inc has a written and enforced policy whereby those accessing services from
its agency are prohibited from panhandling This type of policy may need to be

evaluated and implemented by other partnering agencies

Enforcement

Panhandlingorapproaching pedestrians or drivers to beg for money or foodmay be

classified as either passive or aggressive Passive panhandling is defined as soliciting
without threat or menace often without any word exchanged while aggressive
panhandling is defined as soliciting coercively with actual or implied threats or

menacing actions

Peaceful panhandling is constitutionally protected speech under the First Amendment to

the US Constitution In 1997 the Massachusetts Supreme Judicial Court held that

State statute GL c 272 66 prohibiting persons from wandering about and

begginginpublic or private ways or in other places violated the First Amendment

Benefit v Cambridge 424 Mass 918 923 1997

The Court concluded that a the peaceful begging engaged in by the plaintiff
involves communicative activity protected by the First Amendment b the criminal

sanction imposed on that activity by GL c 272 66 is contentand viewpointbased and
bans the activity in traditional public forums and c as a result the statute is subject to
strict scrutiny a test which it cannot pass

While peaceful begging is a protected activity if the persons conduct transgresses
those peaceful limits there are other State statutes that deal with such behavior Among
those are laws that prohibit trespass ie private propertybusinesses assault and

battery disorderly conduct so long as that conduct is tumultuous and GL c 85
17A which prohibits causing a vehicle to stop or accosting the occupant of a motor
vehicle stopped for a red light for the purpose of soliciting a contribution

Behavior that blocks or unduly inhibits ones free passage along a sidewalk or crossing
a street following an individual once the person has declined to contribute or any other

behavior that puts a reasonable person in fear for his or her safety is not protected

We know from the Crime Analysis Unit that Worcester Police were dispatched to 181

incidents between January 2011 and January 2012 in which there were reports of

aggressive behavior by an individual who may have been involved in panhandling The
vast majority of these disturbances were called to private properties such as

convenience stores gas stations etc Of these 181 incidents there were five 5
arrests made for trespassing disorderly conduct or outstanding warrants The

i Michael Scott Center for ProblemOrientedPolicing
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Worcester Police Crime Analysis Unit does not track panhandling complaints this data
was extracted from a query that was generated when key words such as panhandling
begging soliciting were typed into the Computer Aided Dispatch System

The Worcester Police continually monitor panhandlers conduct and in the event the
Police witness any behavior that violates the law the appropriate action including
arrests will be taken If one is subjected to such behavior by a panhandler they are

encouraged to call the 911 emergency line The Worcester Police are committed to

providing prompt response to calls regarding aggressive panhandling In the case of

aggressive panhandling the public should call911

Public Education

Entorcing laws against panhandling plays a relatively small role in controlling the
problem A more common and effective response in many communities has been

public education to discourage donations and encourage people to redirect those same

dollars to agencies that provide services and treatment

Worcester is a generous and giving community particularly to those in need Offering
alternative ways to help those who truly face challenges in their daily lives has proven to

reduce the incidence of panhandling in other communities In Denver Colorado the city
converted unused parking meters into donation boxes The meters allow people to

give along the sidewalk where theyremost likely to encounter panhandlers the meters

state that donations will go directly to programs that assist individuals in need of
services The meter initiative has deterred panhandling by 90 percent according to the

City of Denver In Northampton Massachusetts a local artist sculpted a pedestal that
was cast in bronze and placed on Main Street to encourage people to feed the hungry

Public education campaigns can be effective but require a coordinated and integrated
approach to include different media and targeted communication Several social
service agencies including the United Way have agreed to work with the City of
Worcester to develop messaging and materials based on national models such as

those attached for your information This multifaceted campaign would include radio
print broadcast webbased social media signage billboards buses informational
sessions and more The audience will be broadbased to include area business
owners and their employees members of the general public and others A detailed

report on this component will be forthcoming

This initial communication is meant to frame the issue of panhandling and offer a multi
faceted approach to reduce panhandling in the City This approach should include not

only public education but a formal analysis of the scope of panhandling an outreach
worker to link panhandlers with social and employment services and enforcement from
residents businesses and the social service agencies themselves The City will work
with its existing network of providers City departments and divisions area businesses
health care providers nonprofit agencies and others to begin to narrow in on the

scope of the problem develop effective responses and recommend appropriate
policies to address issues surrounding panhandling in the City

Respectfully submitted

Michael V OBrien
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City Manager
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